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The Future Is Here, And It Is 'Us'
With the name "Lehigh Valley Hospital" just a day
old, most everyone's getting acquainted with the new
terminology - but many have been working with it
for several weeks now.

What's subtle is
a cultural shift
that moues away

from site
connotations.

"I'm going over to -let's
see - is it 17th &
Chew?" and other similar remarks have been heard
in hallways and offices for more than a day. (And,
yes, it is "17th & Chew" instead of"TAH site".)
What's subtle, however, is a cultural shift that moves
away from site connotations. Even for those who
could handle the full name ofT AH-L VHC, "two
sites" were about as firm as "two hospitals" and distinctions between them were very strong.
With the single, new name of Lehigh Valley Hospital comes an end to a relationship that's almost sibling in nature. Site differentiation exists now solely
for geographic purposes, as in giving locations of
meetings. One would use "Cedar Crest & 1-78" in
the same context of identifying buildings if the entire
hospital was parked on a single site.

The Vanishing 'Site'
So, for example, employees will hear less and less of
"the cafeterias at both sites" and more of "both cafeterias" - as if the two cafeterias were in the same
building.

Tbe neuiname
tnas chosen with
much greater
care and after
an extensive
survey of
cummunity
mews.
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Organization charts, merger announcements and
single name notwithstanding, it remains difficult for
some to grasp the context of unity. Nearly everyone
acknowledges that if we were going to build an 830bed hospital with a full array of outpatient services, it
would be on a single site.
That very nearly happened when the facilities at
Cedar Crest & 1-78 were built nearly 20 years ago.
Veterans will remember the views advanced by some
that aging structures should be replaced by a single,
new hospitalAllentown Sacred Heart, or ASH.
When the concept collapsed, the courts feared a
wave of competition between several institutions and
created HealthEast to keep The Allentown Hospital
and Lehigh Valley Hospital Center in the same
family.

Merger of services resulted, and continues today.
The target became duplication of services and the
rising cost of health care. Two hospitals were unified
as T AH -L VHC in 1988. With the task of merger
mostly complete and a review of facility conditions in
hand, HealthEast in late 1990 merged itself into the
hospital and the clinical plan followed in September,
1991.

Solving The Site Problem
The clinical plan recognizes the value of viewing the
institution as a single hospital and resolves the problem of multiple sites. It proposes to gather all acute
care at Cedar Crest and 1-78 and organize primary,
subacute and aftercare at 17th and Chew.
This preserves a community hospital facility for
Allentown, allows for the development of a regional
acute care facility, and creates entirely new opportunities for what is seen by many as the future of
healthcare: ambulatory and outpatient services, to be
concentrated at 17th & Chew. It becomes the headquarters of a "hospital without walls."
The result is not two hospitals, nor even two different facilities. It becomes one hospital using resources effectively for the full scale of primary, subacute, acute, rehabilitation and aftercare - what's
called "the continuum of care."
HealthEast, which vanished at midnight yesterday,
was ~ ~ame that didn't work well, at least in the eyes
of cnncs, The new name was chosen with much
greater care and after an extensive survey of community views about the healthcare agenda. Lehigh
Valley Hospital became the choice simply because it
best reflects an identity with which the community is
comfortable.
The result is that units at the formerTAH site and
units at the former L VHC site are today all units of
Lehigh Valley Hospital. There is no "separate but
equal" between them.
In short, "we-they" has become "us." And "us" has a
name: Lehigh Valley Hospital.

More about new identity, Page 8

WHAT'S

NEWS

Code YellowAlarm Systems Change
Changes in the Code Yellow Audible Alann systems
at Lehigh Valley Hospital were announced recently
by Jim Young, safety coordinator, Engineering.
At 17th & Chew, the old bell-coded system, which
alerted listeners to floor and area, has been replaced
with a constant audible alarm.
At Cedar Crest & 1-78, the bells do ring a code, but
the codes do not indicate the location of a Code
Yellow.
Therefore, he says,
employees at both
locations should
always listen fur
public announcements to determine
the location of a
Code Yellow.

Applause And
Ugly Ties

It wasn't very long
ago that nurses in
Labor and Delivery
were taking hefty
whacks at old office
walls with a
sledgehammer to
officially launch a
renovation project
that led to new
birthing suites.
Karen Schleicher,
RN, says hello to the
first baby born in the
new facility,
Benjamin Sell, the
fourth son of Unda
Sell.

Tamara Earnest,
MD, won a round of
applause from night
shift clinicallaboratory personnel for
an inservice on
trauma March 26.
Giuliano Liberatore,
night shift supervisor, says Earnest
came in at 2 a.m. on
her day off to give a two-hour slide presentation and
discussion on every aspect of trauma.
"Everyone gained a lot of respect fur her as both a
teacher and humanitarian," Liberatore says.
On the lighter side, the staff held an "ugly tie" contest the same evening and chose Harry Shelhamer as
the one who wore the ugliest tie in the lab.

Smoking Policy Team Usts Progress
The l l-mernber Lehigh Valley Hospital Patient
Smoking Corrective Action team is currently working on developing a new policy to help make the
hospital-wide ban on smoking more effective.
Alice). DallaPalu, program coordinator for Coalition for a Smoke-Free Valley, says the team has
formed three subcommittees to examine several
important issues.
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Currently patients are allowed to smoke only if their
physician writes an order. But concerns have been
raised about patients who smoke and experience
withdrawal and for nonsmoking patients and staff
affected by secondhand smoke.
Fire hazards, inadequate ventilation of secondhand
smoke and enforcement issues were among the topics discussed by the group, and subcommittee topics
are medical exceptions, patient support and communications. Additional information about the group is
available from DallaPalu at ext. 7460.
Committee members include Denise Bartholomew,
Admissions; Suzanne Corriere, RN, 4T; DallaPalu;
Mary Durnin, RN, 6T; Maryanne Falcone, Patient
Representatives; Kay Fenstermaker, RN, Nursing
Safety; Emma Hooks, Safety; Shelly Mesics, RN, 4S;
Jane Nester, Community Health; Robert Stevens,
Public Relations; and Chris Strasser, vice president,
Administration.

Benefits Spotlight
Dependent/Child

Care FSA

For some, it may be more advantageous to use the
Dependent Care Flexible Spending Account offered
by Human Resources. For others, the dependent
care tax credit on the federal income tax return may
prove more suitable. You should consult a tax
advisor to see which approach is best for you.
A complete list of eligible expenses and detailed
information on how the credit works may be
obtained from Human Resources in the form of
IRS Publication 503.
Reimbursements for Dependent Care will be made
based on your qualifying expenses, up to the
amount of your current account balance at the time
your form is received.
If your account balance at the time you file your
request fur reimbursement does not fully cover your
submitted expenses, reimbursement will be made as
future deposits become available.
You must submit expenses for reimbursement fur
goods or services that you received during the
calendar year by March 31 following the end of the
year. If you have any balance left in your account
after submitting all timely requests for reimbursement of expenses incurred during the year, you will

Continued

Make A Miracle
Thousands of
Americans are
waitingfor
(Jf'ganand tissue
transplants.

April 19-25 is National Organ and Tissue Donor Awareness week, a good time to discuss your feelings about
organ and tissue donation with your family. In the meantime, says Gina Marie Reckard, RN, clinical specialist, thousands of Americans are waiting for organ and tissue transplants - but there aren't enough donors.
To help increase awareness, lobby displays are planned for the week and a chance to win a prize based on the
following quiz. Drop your answers at the displays, which is where you'll also be able to learn the correct
answers.

True (1) or False (F)?
1. In Pennsylvania there is pending legislation that would require healthcare professionals to offer the
option of organ/tissue donations to families of all patients who die within the institution.

0T 0F

2. Currently a new patient is added every hour to the national waiting list
for an organ transplant.
3. Approximately 10 percent of the general population carry organ donor cards
4. Tissues may only be donated from patients who have been declared "brain dead."
5. To date, two kidney transplants have been performed at Lehigh Valley Hospital.

OT
OT
OT
OT

yourname

_

Depuunent

Benefits Spotlight, Continued
forfeit your remaining account balance. This result
is from the IRS "use it or lose it" rule.
Checks will be distributed twice per month, ap-:
proximately 10 business days after receipt of your
claim.

Keep your eyes
open during the
month of April
for the annual
personal benefits
statement.

Benefits Statement
Keep your eyes open during the month of April for
the annual personal benefits statement. It was first
issued last year and Human Resources will continue
to produce the statement annually to keep you
informed of the value of your benefits.
These statements have been prepared for employees
scheduled to work at least 32 hours per pay as of
December 31,1991. Statements for employees who
transferred after December 31, 1991 have been
placed in their current cost centers.

Health Pl8n Participants
As a reminder, the following physicians are participating in the hospital's health plan: Theodore W.
Eastland, MD, and James R. Clifford, MD, of
Emmaus Medical Associates Inc.; and OB/GYN
Associates of the Lehigh Valley.

Who To Call
Those with questions may contact their benefits
-------------------------------------------------------------
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En.

_

counselor: Gerrianne Keiser (Cedar Crest & 1-78),
ext. 8839; Maryjane Zanders (17th & Chew), en.
2930; or Leilani Sounders (Community Health
Services), en. 8807.

HRD Programs
The next hospital orientation will begin at 8 a.m. at
Cedar Crest & 1-78 on Monday, April 20 and an
optional tour of the hospital will be held Wednesday, April 22 beginning at 1 p.m. at 17th & Chew
and 2:30 p.m. at Cedar Crest & 1-78.
CPR recertification will be held in the 24 hour
period beginning at 10 a.m. Wednesday, April 29 in
the Pediatrics classroom, 5th floor, 17th & Chew.
CPR certification, for which pre-registration is
required by calling en. 2430, will be held in two
parts and attendance is required for both. Part I will
be held Tuesday, May 12 and Part II on Wednesday, May 20. Both will be from 1 to 4 p.m. in
Classroom 1, Cedar Crest & 1-78.
Stress and BU77WUt- Carefor the Caregiver, will
be offered May 1 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. in Room 900,
School of Nursing, 17th & Chew. Call en. 2430 to
register.
Coming in the Regional Symposium Series are
symposia on SeXUllIAbuse in Children, Thursday
April 16; the 12th Annual Update in Cardiology,

Continued
Page3

Trauma Nurses Announce Special Plans
May is designated as National Trauma Awareness
Month by the American Trauma Society. Trauma
nurses have chosen the week of May 18-22 to celebrate trauma awareness throughout the hospital and
the Lehigh Valley community.

""U-e'vesent
invitations to
coer 100
patients. "U-eare
very exdted to
see them again. "
-Susan
O'NeiD, RN

"The goal is to make the community aware of our
strong commitment to the trauma patient and the
trauma system," reports Susan O'Neill, RN. "As a
Levell trauma center, we are also responsible to
promote trauma awareness and prevention. This
year's theme is: Trauma Centers: Giving Life A Second
Chance.
In addition to a lobby display, planned activities
include:
Monday, May 18 - Tours of the Shock Trauma
Unit fur hospital personnel.

HRD Events, Continued
Thursday, May 7; and the 7th Annual PostgradUllfe
Coune in Obstetrics and Gynecology on Friday, June
5. Additional information about the series is available from Human Resource Development.

Nurses Week

••

Department of Nursing will celebrate Nurses' Week
1992, around the theme Shaping the Future of Healthcare on Wednesday, May 6 with ice cream receptions
in the President's Room at Cedar Crest & 1-78 and
in Conference Room B at 17th & Chew.
On May 7, the Celebration of Nursing at the Holiday Inn, Fogelsville, includes a reception and program featuring slide presentations of nursing at Lehigh Valley Hospital and Friends of Nursing awards
presentations.

The numbers
are used by
physicians to
select treatment Tumor Registry Week
options and to The first national celebration of Tumor Registry
Week takes place between April 13 and 18, and the
chart progress in Lehigh Valley Hospital department plans a display
management of in the Anderson Wing at Cedar Crest & 1-78 about
its role in the oncology program.
the illness.

Jayne Holubowsky, coordinator, says tumor registry
work began in 1926 at Yale University and in 1959 at
the hospital. Required fur accreditation by the
American College of Surgeons, the service tracks
cancer patients for life and serves as a repository fur
oncology data. The numbers are used by physicians
to select treatment options and to chart progress in
Page 4

Tuesday, May 19 - Trauma Nursing UpdateResearch Study: Patterns of Coping in Trauma Patient.
(pNA CEUs pending)
Wednesday, May 20 - "Tommy Trauma Day," an
educational program fur area school age children,
including a coloring contest.
Thursday, May 21 - Trauma Nursing Update Code Red: One of Our Own. The experience of a nurse
who was a trauma patient. (pNA CEUs pending).
Friday, May 22 - Trauma Recognition Reception.
A reception fur patients and families who have survived traumatic situations as a result of our trauma
system, including presentations from the physicians,
nurses and ancillary personnel. "We've sentinvitations to over 100 patients. We are very excited to see
them again," O'Neill adds.

management of the illness. Lehigh Valley Hospital
statistics are pooled with those from other hospitals
into a statewide data base as the hunt fur the elusive
cause of cancer continues.
Tumor Registry staff will staff a table on Monday,
Tuesday and Friday to explain their work, Holubowsky says, and an assortment of government
agencies have issued proclamations noting the importance of their efforts,

Benefit Bake Sale
A benefit bake sale for Robin Laudenberg is planned
by Phlebotomy/CPA on April 17 from 7:30 to 10:30
a.m. at both cafeterias. Funds raised will be used to
assist Laudenberg with medical expenses.

Alzheimer's Support Group
Bebaoior Management Strategies will be the topic of
Lisa Lacko, RN, clinical nurse specialist, Ambulatory Geriatric Evaluation Service (AGES) at the
April 24 meeting of the Alzheimer's Support Group,
to be held at 1:30 p.m., in the AGES Classroom at
1243 S. Cedar Crest. Call ext. 9890 for more information.

Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy
The initial meeting of the Lehigh Valley Reflex
Sympathetic Dystrophy Syndrome (RSDS) Support
Group will be held Saturday, April 11 from 1 to 3
p.m. in the Cafeteria Conference Room, Cedar
Crest & 1-78.
Continued on Page 6

Lehigh Valley Hospital Honors Physicians
Over 400 physicians, board members, hospital administrators, and guests attended the First Physician
Recognition Dinner sponsored recently by Lehigh
Valley Hospital and its medical staff, which was held
at the Holiday Inn Conference Center, Fogelsville.

"This occasion to
recogntze our
medical surff is
the perfect
opportunity to
thank them for
their dedication
to our hospital
and the
cmnmunity we
serve. "
-SamueiR
Huston

John Jaffe, MD, medical staff president, welcomed
everyone to the dinner. Jaffe said "the event was
planned because of a perceived need for a means to
identify and acknowledge the great efforts and contributions made by many physicians to our hospital
since its inception."
Serving as master of ceremonies for the event was
Rev. Daniel G. Gambet, OSFS, President, Allentown College of St. Francis de Sales, and member of
the hospital Board of Trustees, who also gave the
invocation. Additional remarks were provided by
Samuel R. Huston, president and CEO, and Michael
). Thompson, chairman, Board of Trustees.
According to Huston, "This occasion to recognize
our medical staff is the perfect opportunity to thank
them for their dedication to our hospital and the
community we serve."
Receiving special recognition at the dinner were past
presidents of the medical staff, physicians who served
50 years and more on the medical staff, and those
who served 25 to 49 years.
Past presidents who were honored include: Robert
H. Dilcher, MD; Theodore L. Donmoyer, MD;
William W. Frailey, Jr., MD; RobertM.Jaeger,
MD; Indru T. Khubchandani, MD;John A
Kibelstis, MD;James E. Kintzel, MD; Francis S.
Kleckner, MD; Walter). Okunski, MD; David
Prager, MD; Charles]. Scagliotti, MD; Charles D.
Schaeffer, MD; Alan H. Schragger, MD; Morton I.
Silverman, MD; Stanley Snyder, MD;John). Stasik,
MD; Clifford G. Vernick, MD;Joseph E. Vincent,
MD; Headley S. White, Jr., MD; Stanley E.
Zeeman, MD.
Those honored for 50 or more years of service were:
Warren H. Endres, MD; Fred D. Fister, MD;
Lyster M. Gearhart, MD; Harry S. Good, MD;
CheckUp is a biweekly publication of the Public
Relations Department of Lehigh Valley Hospital.
Article submissions should be sent to 1243SCC-Public
Relations. Call 821-3007.
Our Quality Policy: Our commitment is to quality in
everything we do. This can only be achieved if we
provide services that conform to clearly understood
-------------------------------------------------------------Page5
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Charles F.Johnson, MD; and Harvey Scholl, MD.
Those honored for 25 to 49 years of service include:
Robert). Beitel, MD; Russel S. Bleiler,Jr., DDS;
Dale T. Bowen, MD; George S. Boyer, MD; William). Bryan, DDS; E. Eugene Cleaver, MD;James
R. Clifford, MD; Robert H. Dilcher, MD; Theodore
L. Donmoyer, MD;James T. Dorsey, MD;
FrederickA. Dry, MD; Theodore W. Eastland,
MD; Henry H. Fetterman, MD; Robert). Fexa,
DDS; Milton). Friedberg, MD; Pasquale).
Fugazwtto, MD;John P. Galgon, MD; Charles P.
Goldsmith, MD; Robert G. Harman, MD; George
W. Hartzell, MD; David C. Hay, Sr., DPM; Andrew
H. Heffernan, MD; Herbert L. Hyman, MD; Robert M. Jaeger, MD; Barre D. Kaufinan, MD; Harry
A Kaupp, MD;John E. Kenvin, MD; William S.
Kisder, MD; Francis S. Kleckner, MD; Charles L.
Knecht ill, MD; Pieter Knibbe, MD; Donald B.
Kopenhaver, MD; Guy L. Kratzer, MD; Harold
Kreithen, MD; Vera J. Krisukas, MD; Carl A. Lam,
MD; John R. Lapp, MD; Henry E. Lehrich, MD;
Robert E. Lentz, MD; Edmund Levendusky, DDS;
James M. Marcks, DDS; Gerard A McDonough,
MD; Joseph A. Miller, MD; Martin D. Misenhimer,
MD; James D. Moatz, MD; Forrest G. Moyer, MD;
Peter H. Neumann, MD; David H. Packman, DDS;
Richard C. Pearce, MD; Charles D. Peters, MD;
David Prager, MD; Melvin M. Rappaport, MD John
W. Reinhart, MD; Charles W. Reninger,Jr., MD;
James C. Rex, MD; Fred H. Roland, MD; Charles
D. Schaeffer, MD; Alan H. Schragger, MD; Howard
S. Selden, DDS; Charles E. Sieger, MD; Howard A.
Silverman, MD; Morton I. Silverman, MD;
Raymond M. Smith, MD; Stanley Snyder, MD;
Allan E. Trevaskis, MD; Howard D. Trimpi, MD;
Charles W. Umlauf, MD; Domenic ]. Vettese,
DDS; Clifford G. Vernick, MD; Michael Vigilante,
MD; John M. Wapner, MD Robert Wasko, MD;
Thomas H. Weaber,Jr., MD; Benjamin
Weinberger, DMD; LawrenceM. Weisbrod,MD;
John S. Wheeler, MD Headley S. White, Jr., MD;
and Stanley E. Zeeman, MD.

requirements. We are dedicated to continuous
improvement in our work processes. Our approach is
based on ·Prevention- and the concept of -Do it right
the first time.Equal Opportunity Employer

M/F/HN

Support Group, Continued
The organization is a self-help group for individuals
diagnosed with RSDS, their families and interested
friends. It will provide mutual support and help
RSDS victims and their families cope with problems
associated with the disease.
For additional information, call Carol Steager, Neurosciences clinical social worker, at ext. 8610.

WalkAmerica

Walkers and
sponsors are still
needed for the
hospital team.

There's still time to put your best foot forward in
WalkAmerica For Healthier Babies, the annual
fund-raiser of the March of Dimes. The walkathon
will be held Sunday, April 26 at Dorney Park and
covers a nine-mile route. Walkers and sponsors are
still needed for the hospital team. Those who join
will receive a T-shirt to wear at the event.
Last year, 34 walkers raised $1,845, and the goal this
year is 50 walkers. To register and receive an information packet, call Gail Pitsko at ext. 3001. Those
who have already registered through the March of
Dimes should contact Pitsko to be included on the
hospital team.

Easter Egg Hunt
On Saturday, April 18, the Employee Activities
Committee will host an Easter egg hunt for children
of the Lehigh Valley Hospital family. The hunt
begins at 2 p.m. on the May Daze grounds, Cedar
Crest & 1-78, and is open to children ages 1 to 10.
Designated areas will be set up for each age group
and every child is guaranteed eggs.

Every child is
guaranteed
Easter eggs.

Prizes will be awarded in each age group. Children
must be pre-registered and a $1 donation per child is
asked to defray egg hunt expenses. In the event of
inclement weather, the hunt will move to classrooms
1 and 2 at Cedar Crest & 1-78.
For registration forms, contact Helga Klemp at ext.
1650.

Single Parent Group
A new group for Lehigh Valley Hospital single parents is forming to create a common ground for
single parents with mutual interests and professional
backgrounds. The group hopes to provide a positive
environment for support, networking and exchange
of ideas, as well as to foster friendships for working
parents and their children. Various activities are
planned, such as dining out, roller skating, picnics,
trips to amusement parks and recreations areas. A
meeting for open discussion and planning will be
held Thursday, April 30 at 7 p.m. in Classroom 3 at
Cedar Crest & 1-78.
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For additional information, call Gail Macri, RN, at
432-8595 or Theresa Englehardt, RN,298-3395.

Macy's Tickets
Macy's benefit shopping day tickets, good for the
one-day event on April 28, are available at both
nursing administration offices, the Alcove Shop, the
Tree Top Shop, from the Lehigh Valley Hospital
Trust Fund (1243 S. Cedar Crest) and Carol
Howard at Gnaden Huetten Memorial Hospital.
Tickets may also be purchased outside the cafeterias
on April 14, 15 and 17 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Ticket
sales benefit Lehigh Valley Hospice and Friends of
Nursing.

Dunkers Hunted
Those interested in taking a dip in the pool for a
good cause are sought by Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy and Speech and Language Pathology. The departments will sponsor a dunking booth
at May Daze, May 15-17, and are in need of volunteer dunkees. Those intrigued with the possibility of
marine frolic may contact Sharon Bartz at ext. 8480
to sign up.

Ethics Presentations
The Ethics Institute lecture series, sponsored by
Lehigh Valley Hospital and Cedar Crest College,
will present Kathleen Nolan, MD, an ethicist,
attorney and physician, at 7:30 p.m. April 28 in the
Tompkins College Center Theater, Cedar Crest
College.
Nolan will speak on Risks and Choices, Meeting the
Biomedical Challenges of the '90s. The presentation is
open to the general public, and there is no registration.
For healthcare professionals, two presentations are
planned on April 29 at 7 a.m. in the auditorium at
17th & Chew and at noon in the auditorium at
Cedar Crest & 1-78. The morning program is Issues
in Perinatal Ethics: Case Presentation, while the noon
program is Case Presentations on Difficult and
Evolving Ethical Issues. Both programs last an hour
and no registration is required.

Baltimore Excursion
The Lehigh Valley Hospital Employee Activities
Committee is sponsoring a trip to Baltimore's Inner
Harbor on Aug. 15 and 16. Prices range from $99
for children to $134 for adults (double occupancy),
and a $50 deposit is due by May 29, with final balance due July 17. For additional information, contact Sharon Bartz at ext. 8480.

CAFETERIAS:

APPLAUSE

AND

ANSWERS

End of the Line for Conveyor Belt?
Food Service continues to make improvements at
both cafeterias, many of which result from employee
requests.

Hotu about milk
machines instead
ofcartuns?

Among those that turned up in the suggestion box
recently were more bacon available fur breakfast
(done), peanut butter fur bagels (done), more muffins fur morning break (done - with more doughnuts, too), adding macaroni and cheese to the menu
(done), something in the way of frozen yogurt other
than chocolate (done). How about more cranberry
and blueberry muffins for breakfast? You bet; the
order number has been increased
And the staff is winning compliments. "Thanks fur
the much improved and interesting variety of your
menus, " wrote one patron, while another applauded
the consistency change of hot cereal: "It is much
improved." Pizza at Cedar Crest & 1-78 continues
to be a hot seller, described by one customer as "incredibly delicious. "

Those who htrve become weary of the Quaker Oats
line of cereals will get a change of pace when the
cafeterias switch to the Kellogg's line in mid-June. A
request to have the breakfast fruit bar open until 10
a.m. at Cedar Crest and 1-78 had to be turned down
because of the time requirement to clean up breakfast and organize soup and salad bars fur lunch.
Others at 17th & Chew keep hoping fur hours later
than 6:15 p.m., and they are many in number. Food
Service has discussed it with Administration and is
preparing a proposal to meet the need.

••

...New
computerized
registers have
enhanced
efficimcy.

How about milk machines instead of cartons? Sorry,
there just isn't the space for the type of unit required.
What is required, some feel, is faster cash register
service. To that end, new computerized registers
have enhanced efficiency, and a proposal for a third
cashier during the hours of 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
weekdays is under study.
On the complaint side, chicken nuggets, one customer said, are too expensive fur the quality; in response, Food Service promised to look into the quality. Eggbeaters, observes another customer who
wasn't yolking, has no flavor. Not much can be done
about that, says Food Service, without affecting the
nutritional value of the product.
Heardand soup selections have been questioned,
prompting further research into modifications to suit
demand and meals.

And where did the tomatoes go? Because the market
price of the big red veggie has gone through the roof
lately, it won't work at the current per-ounce price.
But don't worry; they'll be back soon.

Several people beoe wondered why there's a charge
fur salad dressings and condiments, which mostly
affects the brown-baggers who bring salad fixings
from home and lunch with friends in the cafeteria.
"Unfortunately," Food Service officials say, "we
cannot provide these items complimentary.
Food
Service must cover the cost of all items." That
means salad dressing is to be weighed as a salad bar
item.
Cafeteria managers are constantly interested in ways
to improve both product quality and customer service. So what should an employee do ifhe or she
believes something's not quite right? Bob Smith,
director, Food Service encourages employees to
speak to the supervisor immediately or take a moment and comment on the suggestion cards at each
site. Additionally, he says, if you include your name
and phone number, you'll get a personal follow-up.
It's important to note, he says, that many improvements have been made at both cafeteria sites as a
direct response to suggestions and comments from
patrons.

Trays and dirty dishes piling up on the conveyor
belt at T AH site have bothered some. Dave
Smulowitz, supervisor at the site, says the conveyor
is no longer being used because of the difficult task
of keeping the belt and shaft in good sanitary condition. Of particular concern was the shaft, which
snagged large volumes of food and paper, creating
unsanitary conditions and pest control problems.
"We understand," he says, "that soiled trays on the
conveyor belt lessen the aesthetic appeal of our
newly decorated cafeteria, but despite physical and
labor constraints, we are trying to keep up with increased cafeteria volume."
Finally, suggestions continue to crop up about ways
to get free coffee again - the most popular one being
swapping the Christmas dinner fur employees fur
daily coffee. Unfortunately, that's not even close to
being an even trade, hospital administrators say.
The value of the coffee was $90,000 a year, while the
annual Christmas treat fur 5,000 employees and staff
is $20,000.
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Hyou're having a tough time with the concept of a single hospital, let's put the
primary buildings together. Now it's not -we- and -they; and not even
separate but equal sites. Ws Pennsylvania's biggest hospital- Lehigh Valley
Hospital.

HOSPITAL

New Name: But What About ...
badges will be replaced in a special way in the
next few weeks. More than 5,000 badges will be
replaced through the use of a faster system and on a
schedule that should easily accommodate everyone.
The new badges will also have magnetic strip encoding that, among other things, will resolve parking
problems in the 3-11 shift lots. Details will be announced shortly.

Nl111te

If you 've got a
question relating
to the change of
the hospital~
name, call the
special answer
line at ext. 3015

Meanwhile, at various other locations, the variation
on the theme changes; all are "Lehigh Valley Hospital" followed by:
2166 South 12th Street
Allentown, PA 18103-4799
...or ...
1243 South Cedar Crest Boulevard
Allentown, PA 18103-6296

New health plan cards will be issued soon after
HealthEast Health Plan and Spectrum Administrators resolve their name changes.
A frequently asked question concerns correct mailing addresses. They haven't changed very much, but
it is important to remember that without the post
office box numbers, mail will1UJt be delivered.
For 17th & Chew, the full mailing address is:
Lehigh Valley Hospital
17th & Chew
Post Office Box 7017
Allentown, PA 18105-7017
At Cedar Crest & 1-78, the correct mailing address is
Lehigh Valley Hospital
Cedar Crest & 1-78
Post Office Box 689
Allentown, PA 18105-1556
The second line helps the recipient identify a physicallocation of the hospital building.
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...or ...
Information
Services
2024 Lehigh Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18103-4798

New interoffice mail internal codes have been issued
to all departments that will enhance distribution
speed for interoffice mail. The full list appears on
the back of the employee guide distributed to the
entire staff.
While each building carries its own code, the two
primary ones are easiest to remember - "17" fur
17th & Chew and "CC" for Cedar Crest & 1-78.
After writing either "17" or "CC", just add a dash
and the name of the department. Example: "CCHuman Resources" to send something to Human
Resources at Cedar Crest & 1-78.

